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Abstract—Song is a worldwide phenomenon. It is a short metrical composition intended or adapted for singing, 

especially in rhymed stanzas. It can be a lyric or ballad. The usage of songs cannot be over emphasized among 

the people of Yoruba society. There are various ways in which the Yoruba make use of various songs and their 

society; such songs include festival songs, folktale, political songs, songs of mother of twins, satirical songs 

among others. In this paper, primary school Yoruba songs will be looked into. It is noted that there are songs 

that can be categorized as school children songs. These songs are sung during school hours like assembly time, 

break time, closing hour, and playtime among others. These songs are composed in a way to teach the school 

children morals, encourage them in their academics and to pass instructional lessons across to them. These 

songs have gone a long way in building the characters of the pupils. 
 

Index Terms—school children, songs, culture, morals, primary school, society 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Song, according to (https://www.marriamwebster.com Monday 16/12/2019) can be defined as the act or art of 
singing a poetical composition, a short musical composition of words and music. Song is also a melody for a lyric, 

poem or ballad. Also, a song is a single musical composition that has a melody and, often, words that are sung by a 

vocalist. The words of a song as a whole are called the lyrics, and they may include verses that tell a tale or more, a 

story along, and refrains or short phrases repeated at the end of each verse (https://www.dictionary.com        

                                                                                                                        

                                              1988) also in his view, argued that mus                                  

                                                                                                                

                                                                                            2005) asserts t                    

songs have intrinsic beauty, they teach language, history, morality, religion and so on and so forth. 

Furthermore, songs as explained by earlier scholars are in different divisions and sub-divisions, some of which were 

itemized by (Ad                                                                                                              

                                            2005) further states that types of song are: 
Festival, folktales, political, songs of mother of twins, cradle 

songs, entreaties, interrogative, incantatory, elegiac and 

satirical 

Our focus in this paper however, shall be on those that are centered on children, especially in the formative years, i.e. 

primary school years. The researcher is more acc                                                                     

                                                                                                                 

speaking Western Nigeria primary schools as a means of teaching morals, values, history, philosophy, to foster resilient 

skills in children. It also serves as an encouragement for the pupils to aim higher to pursue academic excellence. Some 

are also centered on introducing children to Christian faith and its values, while several of them are to give specific 

moral instructions which are expected of the children to develop with and to grow into morally, spiritually and 

culturally acceptable future leaders. 
Data used in this paper are collected from primary schools in the South-Western states of Nigeria. The recorded 

songs were transcribed and the data analyzed using the theory of Sociology of literature. 

II.  THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

        (2006) explains that a theory is like razor blade that is used to dissect an intellectual                         

                                                                                         1997) on literary theory observes 

that: 

Theory is the aesthetic of discourse improving disciplines, to 

achieve a harmony between the artist’s vision, knowledge of 

craft and successful communication. 
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                              , theory serves as an instrument that is being used to proffer in-depth explanation to a 

literary work. Hence, the theory that we consider adequate for the analysis of this work is the theory of Sociology of 

Literature. 

SOCIOLOGY OF LITERATURE 

Sociology of Literature is a fusion of two disciplines; Sociology and Literature. In general sense, sociology is the 

science of social relationships as well as the consequences of the relationships for social systems and the process of 

social change (Moore1967). Sociology can also be defined as both the scientific study of society and social behaviour 

and a method by which ordinary people strive to understand what is happening to                                  

2006). Literature on the other hand is concerned with man and his society. It is an art composed of words in such a way 

that it proffers entertainment, enlightenment and relaxation. It attempts to develop, elevate, expand and transform the 

experience of its audience. Literature functions as a continuing symbolic criticism of social values. Literature seeks to 
investigate man and his behaviour in the society, his knowledge of himself and the universe in which he finds himself. 

Literature according to           1987) is a part and product of the society. 

Sociology of literature therefore, is an attempt to understand the interrelationship between literature and society. It 

postulates that a work of art does not exist in isolation and should not be s                                             

                                                                                                                     

                                                                     ; they are created and sung by, and meant for the 

people in the society. The contents, messages of the songs, language use in the composition and singing are happenings 

and events in the society. The audience and accompanying musical instruments are also properties of the society. No 

individual forms his ideas in isolation; he is born into a society and learns his concepts from the social environment.  

The Marxist approach to the sociology of literature tries to understand the relations of 

Literature to social structure, tries                                                                                        
                                                                                     2006).  

Sociology of literature is particularly useful in illuminating our knowledge about the social significance of art of 

which song is one. Since Sociology of literature deals with the inter-relationship between literature and society and that 

a work of art does not exist in isolation, therefore, this theory will help us highlight in a broader sense appreciation of 

                                                                                               

From the point of view of the Sociology of literature, a literary piece is a mine of information about the society that 

produces it, and thus establishes the fact that work of art either oral or written and the society are inseparable, thus, the 

adoption of the theory of sociology of literature for our analysis. It is our belief that this approach will appreciate and 

bring o                                                                                                                 

meant to teach or impact on the younger population for the furtherance and betterment of the society. 

III.  SONGS AS ARM OF ORAL LITERATURE 

Oral literature according to (Akporobaro 2005) refers to the heritage of imaginative verbal creations, stories, folk 

beliefs and songs of pre-literate societies which have evolved and passed on through the spoken word from one 

generation to another. Oral literature is also an important artistic expression that predates written literature in all 

societies of the world (                                                                                                

                                                                                                                       

society, oral literature serves as t                                                                                      

                                                                                                                , like 

its written counterpart, has all the convention                                                                   

                                                                                                 : speech mode, 

chanting mode and song mode. These three modes can come together in a                                         

                                                                                                         , such as 

professional or religious guild, societal groups and age groups. The chant types have unique vocal techniques that are 
identified by experienced listeners, especially with the cultural sub-group for which they were originally created. 

                                                                                                 2000) include 

o                                            ),       (incantation),     (proverb),             (riddles),           (chain 

poetry). They can be rendered in the mode of day-to-day speech, and also can be chanted, sung and played on the drum 

or other musical instruments. 

The poetic forms under the chanting mode is further classified into two; religious and secular. The religious chants 

are those that are primarily associated with a divinity and, therefore, have an original religious or cultic function, though 

they are also used for social purposes by devotees of the divinity or members of the cult or guild of workers which the 

                                                                                                                              

            ). The secular chants are used mainly for social ceremonies such as marriage, child naming, chieftaincy 

installation and house wa                                                                                          
                                                       ,                                                    .  

         2008) presents examples of                                                                                   
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             (songs that are meant to crea                                                                                     

                                                                                                                         

                         (songs for re                                    (love songs). 

                                                                              -                                         

              2008) also explained that oral poetry can either be pure poetry li                                               

                                                                       B                                            

poetry is the song mode. The major feature or line of difference between the t                                       

                                                                                                                 

                                                                                      , agogo (gong)                    

                                                                                                               

                                                                                                       (folk songs)  
                                                                                                               2005) 

further opined that songs as a form of oral poetry is divided into two parts, namely religious and songs for social 

functio                     B                                                                                               

                                                                                                                        

            , etc. are examples of secular songs or songs for social functions. However, songs of primary school children 

which are our focus in this paper are safely categorized also into both religious and social functions songs. It should be 

noted that one cannot clearly demarcate between religious and secular songs among the                          

                                                                                                                        

                                                            ; and the performance hinges on their religious        

                                                                                                                        

                                                           2004). 

IV.  DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS 

From                                                                                                                      

                                                                                  . During childhood, a proper and 

effective mode of s                                                                                        2010) explains 

that such songs has as their features essential information meant to ensure a continuity of traditions and customs packed 

                            Information about plant and animal life, insightful remarks about the nature of the language, 

mnemonics for counting and a lot of moral instructions woven into poems, stories, rhymes, lullabies and children songs. 

When lullabies are sung for children, the baby is not expected to understand the meaning of the words, but the rhythm 

of the songs and the movement of the singer helped majorly to lull the child to sleep. 

As we have rightly pointed out, primary school songs are composed and taught to school children to impart positively 

into them either morally, academically, spiritually or to give specific formative instructions. Such songs are mostly sung 
either on the assembly ground, break or play time and closing hour as the case may be. Our attention however is not 

centered on the rhymes, mode of presentation or melodies of the songs, but the message and the intentions. The period 

or time of use of each song dictates the choice of song to be used as shown in the following data: 

 m  rere   mi   y n o 

     ’o  m    b  t    m n   w n  b  re      n 

 m  rere   mi   y n o 

 
I choose to be a good child 

I will be a responsible child that makes his/her parent happy 

I choose to be a good child 

This type of song is taught to children and sung by them to impact morals in them. It is sung majorly in the morning 

during assembly hours. It is also used when a child is being corrected to highlight the importance of forsaking bad 
attitudes and yielding to corrections. The song seeks to identify the positive values embedded in being a well-behaved 

and good mannered child. The second line of the song states emphatically that it is in being a good child that the parent 

of such child can be happy. By implication, the parent of an                                                     

                                                                                                                             

(a well-mannered child is of the father, the untoward is of the                                                         

                                                                                                                    

                     2009) is of utmost importance in the traditiona                                                     

                                                                                               , and morally bankrupt. 

Such a child or individual can never get the approval of the traditional Yo            . 

Another song in line with the point in discourse goes thus: 

            a     m  si   

       a    y  bora s n 
      s n  s n    m     mo   

  w  wo ay  o          e 
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An indolent child 

An indolent child sleeps having poverty unknowingly as his 

cover-cloth 

He sleeps so much that he refuses to wake up 

An indolent life, what a shame!!! 

 
ii. 

          ro o       b  

    ret  ow  

       e     ’o     t’  b  b ’ e    
    r b      

     e                   

  r  iro    o   ba n be    o    o  o m a    

 or  oh n t  a b   b n   y  

  n  a m a    

 
An indolent neither till the ground nor make ridges  

And he expects to get money 

Without weeding the grains or planting tuber crops 

Yet offering sacrifices for rain 

Having nothing doing attracts no returns 

He is bound to reap nothing 
For whatever we sow in life is what we will reap. 

These songs above as we explained earlier are correctional songs intended to caution school children against 

indolenc                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                        

                                         (anyone who give birth to an indolent child has no child) or in songs as in the ones 

presented above. It could also be in physical punishments like beating.  

Another data is presented thus: 

 m  a    b r n  o   n     w  

  n     ’et  s  e    s h n t’    o    o   w n 

 ’    o   w n b    so  ro   w n   m a  er  

  n             w n    b’  o roboto 
 r   er        m a re   r n- n      

  e     i e     y n      e tiw n 

      ti r  s      b  o        

  n    e        e     w n    b  o roboto 

 
Disobedient children are many in schools 

 hey  on’t  ay attention to what teachers teach 

They play when teachers teach 

They eat more, and never do well 

All they do is to play and laugh always 

Attending to school works is always a problem to them 

 hey  on’t  o e with   antain an  rice 
They eat excessively and never do well in academics 

This song is a take on disobedient and unyielding school children. The song has as its main trust to speak caution and 

senses into children in that c                                                                                          

                                                                                              , through the formal means 

                                                                                                                -destruction. 

They do this using the instrumentality of both formal (school) and informal (songs) means to teach this to children from 

the formative primary school years that listening to teachers, parents and societal instructions is a virtue of inestimable 

value. The song equally itemizes the aftermath of being unyielding and disobedient like not doing well academically 

and morally which is expected to incur the wrath of teachers, parents and the society at large. This in fact could spell 

doom for the future of such child if nothing is done to avert imminent backwardness through other means which could 

be physical of spiritual. 

The song below is equally correctional in composition, but more factual in pointing out the benefits and at the same 
time dangers or aftermath of not having western education: 

  t  r      n  o  o    2x 

   o b    w  r  
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  t  r      n  o  o    

  t  r    wo     r r  n  e   

     b    w  r  

  t  r    wo   s r r  n  e    

 
You will wear a high heeled shoe 2x 

If you study hard 

You will wear a high heeled shoe 2x 

You will end up in servitude 

If you refuse to study hard 

You will end up in servitude  
This song was born out of the perception of the superiority of having western education as passport to a good and 

rewarding life. The type of education intro                                                                           

                                                                                                                      

too much of attention on formal education. It relegated other forms like the informal and semi-formal                 

                                                                                                                  , 

trading, art and craft and other informal and semi-formal forms of trade and empowerment as  nothing to write home 

about. With this mentality, parents, teachers and African society as a whole believe in totality that nothing good can 

ever come from a child that does not have westernized form of education; hence, the composition and conclusion in the 

above data. 

However, the above song can be said to be the true reflection of that time, reason being that the educated are the 

movers and the shakers in the society of the time. They were trained as teachers, engineers, lawyers, medical doctors 
among others with the expertise to handle the political, educational and formal sectors. They dictate the larger part of 

the economy. English language became the language of education and instruction, and by implication, the official 

language. For anyone to be proficient in the official language, one must have gone to school for formal education. More 

so, people in the informal sector were made subject of ridicule as a result of their inability to speak the supposed 

         ‘                                                                    middle class of the economy.    

The next set of data focus on primary school songs as an instrument of teaching and giving instructions on sanitation, 

personal hygiene and eating of balanced diet. 

i.                                     o ror n 

                 e       o mo   

                       nn  r  

                                       a   r  

                                       n t    ra   s    
                                          n    

                       o  b ? 

 
Wake up and brush your teeth 

Bath and be clean 

Trim your nails 

Wash your cloths 

Eat balanced diet on time 

 on’t eat too m ch 

Understood? 

 
ii                                      mo  t t         e     n  r n  bo bo  2x 

 mo  t t  i   

 mo  t t  ara 

 mo  t t  o n   

 t y     ni 

 mo  t t         e     n  r n  bo bo. 

 
Cleanliness is the antidote to all sicknesses 2x 

Cleanliness of the house 

Cleanliness of the body 

Cleanliness of food we eat 

And that of the surroundings we live in 

Cleanliness is the antidote to all sicknesess 
iii 

   yin  m    
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 o  e     o     y n  e    o  o     an 

     b              y n 

   we       t n ror n 

     b           w  

 e      ran  b  y n  o  wo   

 
Little children  

I want to teach you a lesson 

When you get home wash your cloths 

Bath and brush your teeth 

When you get home read your books 
An  he   yo r  arent’s in ho se wor  

The data above are directly targeted at teaching children the importance of sanitation and personal hygiene. The first 

song presented in this category is a pointer to the fact that healthy living through regular taking of bath, trimming of the 

nails and eating of balanced diets are very imperative and key to healthy life and the cardinal points of personal hygiene. 

The song seeks to indoctrinate children into these good habits that should be promoted as they grow into adulthood. In 

most cases, children of primary school age are found of not taking personal hygiene so seriously, especially in public 

primary schools. Teachers and the society noticing this menace, made it as a point of duty to discourage the act through 

                                                                                                                    

                                        the composition of the songs.  

The last line of the first song highlights the dangers associated with excessive consumption of food common to 

children population. Children are naturally born with excessive interest in consumption of food. Such attitude to     
                                                                                      , but also for its social and 

societal implications if not properly managed or bridled. Children who have excessive interest in food consumption 

most time become gluttonous                                                                                         

society frowns substantially at. 

                                                                                                                      

and sanitation of the environment are key to healthy living. The message of the first and second song is the emphasis on 

environmental sanitation. Sweeping and mopping of the floor, clearing of bushes around the house, cleaning of drainage 

and water ways, proper washi                                                                                            

doctrine of sanitation. The aforementioned are specially stated in this particular song to enlighten school children of its 

importance. The song does not also leave out the indispensability of cleanliness of the food, vegetables, water and fruits 

children should eat. It highlights that as we take good care of the body and our environment, it is also imperative to be 

careful of the type of food we eat and ensure its cleanliness and nutrient quality. 
The third song in this category is intentionally composed to specifically point out to children that apart from personal 

hygiene, sanitation and reading of their books, it is also necessary for them to help their parents in                      

                                                                                                                            

                                                                  -                                           2019). 

Children from such homes are expected to help their parents in the advancement of their occupation and the expansion 

of their means of generating income which in turn will help in the general upkeep of the children and aid to offset the 

financial burden of sponsoring children in school. 

                                                                                                                         

songs are designed to cheer them up, relax their minds and for them to be rejuvenated. The songs most times are sung 

during break time, play time, closing time or at twilight. 

      o  wo   mo  e       w  n  an    
 m  on r s  ti      be    re    s    ta s ns n 

    e         e       o on r s  ti    

     o   re    e   re    e         ran so  be    wa 

 
Teacher, please it is time to eat 

The rice seller is here and the aroma of her stew smells nice 

            e        e   , the rice seller is here 

        The sight of the stew looks nice; please add meat to my stew 

The lyrics of a song like this sounds comical to children and by implication bound to make them happy. The pleasure 

of going to eat coupled with the fact that the teacher at that time will give express permission to go for food is a thing of 

joy. The lyrics or the melody of the song of this nature is of importance, it is intended to make children happy and relax 

their muscles therefore pointing to the potent power of oral literature as a source of relaxation. 
Another example goes thus: 

                                            be    i i  rom bo 

                                          be     a  b     er  wa 
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                                       n  w    n 

                                         Ara w  y  

                                           be    i i  rom b  

 
                                        Under the orange tree 

                                        That is where we play and relax 

                                        We are always happy 

                                      And delighted at heart 

                                      Under the orange tree 

This type of song is used mainly during break time or at twilight for children night entertainment. Songs of this 

nature are used as prel                                                                                                 
                                                                      2010) pointed this out that folktales are rich sources of 

night entertainment and there are folktales for every conceivable moral lesson. In this regard, folktales immensely 

accelerate the process of socialization because they create unique occasion for moral lessons that might not occur so 

frequently in normal life. Folktales also introduce children to the socio-political issues of the society because the  

                                       A    y n o   o   wa 

                                             t    ti    

                                        b  wa     r     w  

                                       A  e      ’   

                                            b  e  a    y n 

                                        ’    o  r n so    bo bo wa 

                                         t n       e     yo   
                                        w ro   o   a 

 
                                      We greet you our teacher 

                                      It is time to depart for our houses 

                                     Our parents are awaiting our arrival 

                                     We want to go home 

                                     Till we see again is our greetings 

                                     May God keep us all  

                                     So we can meet with joy 

                                     By tomorrow morning  

                                                                                                            

readiness to go home. The moral lesson hidden in this song is pointing to the fact that parents are at home awaiting the 
return of their children from school. Many school children are of the habit of not going home straight to their parents 

after leaving school. They prefer to go to places they can have fun and engage in rough plays since they will be free 

from supervision. Aftermath of such actions most times result in the undesired like hooliganism, pilfering, bad 

influences from street children, thuggery and other social vices. Children who are found of such habits most time get 

home late with thorn uniform; get involved in street and petty fights and by that sustaining various degrees of injury, 

become rascals, among others. The third line of this song is admonishing children to go home straight to their parents 

who must have been expecting their early return from school. 

                                                                                                            ). The 

use of mnemonics is prevalent with such songs, below is a practical example: 

                               n  b  en  

                                 b      

                                ta   ta b  
                                rin wo  ro   o   

                              r n       awo   

                                   ni t    

                               e b    e 

                                 bo  n  or       e 

                                   b  e      

                                           ni t  b ni 

                                s n b  e   s n  

 
                              One by one 

                              Two by two 

                              Three sounds like a tap on the calabash 
                              Four is crooked 

                              Counting is done in units of five 
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                              Six is one extra 

                              Festivals last seven day 

                              Eight evolves resemblance 

                              Nine is like ninth  

                                                                                                                  

words. It is always a source of fun but also effective in language teaching and learning. 

   b     b’o  b  bo   be    

   t  o  b  bo  b   e   n  

     b  te   t   b’o  b  bo   be    

   b     b    bo   be    

                                                                                                                   
society. For instance, it plays a servicing and monitoring role in religion. Prior the advent of slave trade, civilization and 

introduction of Christianity which brought Western education, songs are taught to children highlighting the main 

attributes of each deity. Many of such songs are woven into corpus of praise poetry and rendered on each worship 

occas                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                      

                                                                                        1975). Such songs are not just 

for entertainment, they also play servicing and monitoring roles. Annual festivals are celebrated with captivating chants 

and songs. Often, these songs                                                                                            

moderate the contact between man and God. 

Still on religion, formal education is synonymous with Christianity. Formal education became prevalent and 

celebrated in                                                                                                               
                                            2014). Every aspect of Christian worship has specially composed songs to 

complement the mome                                                                                           

                                                                                                                    

                2005) gave credence to                             t is not   st a coinci ence that     is the most 

 niversa   ivinityamon  the  or b  an  other  est A rican  eo  e .                                                    

                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                        

                                                                                , mes                             

                                                                                                                     
                                       2019). Our argument in this session of the paper so far is to ident            

                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                : 

    w ro   o   a,      s nre 

                 e         wa  o    bo bo wa 

                                                    yo     yo              2x 

                                                   ’   wa   wa  o   

 
                                                  Till tomorrow, may we sleep well 

                                                  May the angel of the Lord protect all of us 

                                                  We depart for our houses in joy 2x 

                                                  May the Lord protect all of us 

 
                           ii                     m  re     baba 

                                                   o   o    n  o b b  

                                                  bo bo e    o   t  a ti  o   

                                                   n  i    w  wa 

                                                     e  e        y      

                                                       w n     o    n wa 

                                                 m n o  m n     

 
                                                We are set to go home Father Lord 

                                               The creator of the day Lord 

                                               May all we have been taught 

                                               In our school 
                                               Not fall on deaf ears 

                                              Amen and amen 
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                    (iii)                     A    y n o   o   wa 

                                                     t    ti    

                                               b  wa     r     w  

                                              A  e      ’   

                                                   b  e  a   y n 

                                               ’    o  r n  o    bo bo wa 

                                                 t n       e     yo   

                                                w ro   o   a 

 
                                          We greet you our teacher 
                                          It is time to depart for our houses 

                                          Our parents are awaiting our arrival 

                                         We want to go home 

                                          Till we see again is our greetings 

                                          May God keep all of us 

                                          So we can meet with joy 

                                          Tomorrow morning  

 
            (iv)                           yin  m     m  e  o  b w  

                                           b w     m    r  

                                            ra    to   

                                                 s  e    
                                             y n     a Anan y  

                                          ti     r  aya re       

 
                                         Children don’t be a amant to corrections 

                                         Corrections have sweet rewards 

                                         Learn to say the truth 

                                         on’t be  ece tive 

                                        It was deception that led to the death of Ananias 

                                        And Sapphira his wife 

The songs composers displayed much of their native intelligence to combine native and cultural knowledge with that 

of the bible for easy                                                                                                     
society are largely emerged in religion. They are already used to handling over things to the hands of God for guidance 

and to achieve success. This was largely demonstrated in the above data as the songs seem to introduce and inculcate in 

children the Christian beliefs. They also used the songs to make a type of supplication to avert the unforeseen and 

uncertainties about life. 

The above data has explained earlier are composed and rendered with Christian themes and tone. They were 

composed and sung in replica to the commonly used English hymns popularly known as S O P (Songs of Praise). The 

songs were sung on the assembly ground before the commencement of                                           

closing time before school children disperse for their homes. These songs, in addition to giving specific instructions, 

teach morals, resilient skills, values, history, language etc. was also intended to teach biblical stories, indoctrinate 

children into Christian values and Christian faith as shown in datum (iv) above. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

From our discussion, it has been established among others that primary school songs serve as agent of teaching moral 
                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                  -

cultural communities thrived and survived as a result of meeting their daily needs and most especially by guaranteeing 

continuity through effective process of children socialization which ensures that the ideas, norms, values and symbols 

of their society were internalized into the younger generations through songs and other forms of oral literature.  
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